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authority of Israel's claim to settle this region. Nonetheless, the French
are very much aware of British plans for a land bridge from Gaza to
Transjordan. Bonneau also emphasized that, in the event of renewed
hostilities, Israel must be prepared for very active British support of the
Arabs.

Towards the end the French raised the problem of the resumption of
the operation of the Haifa refineries, and proposed that Israel transfer to
France all the oil pumped by the Iraqis, in return for a French guarantee
to supply Israel with all its crude oil needs from other sources. Their tone
was practically that of supplicants; they stated that France's oil reserves
would not last for more than a month.

M. Toff reports on his conversation with Bramuglia, the Argentine
Foreign Minister and Representative on the Security Council. He had
instructions from Peron to vote for internationalization of the Old City,
and he asked for a memorandum on Israel's position vis-a-vis the Berna-
dotte Plan.

Comay's reports on his talks with members of the Dominions delega-
tions. As long as there was coordination between Britain and the United
States on the Israeli question, there was no prospect of the Dominions
taking an independent stand. A public opinion poll in Canada showed a
majority of 58% in favour of recognition of Israel.

Sasson reports on the tactics of the Arab delegations. The Arabs want
to delay the debate until after the elections in the United States. The
Americans are looking for a way out of the stalemate in their relations
with the Arabs. If the Arabs succeed in blocking approval of the
Bernadotte Report, they will vote in favour of the Conciliation Commis-
sion, and would then be able to tell their people that there has been no
change in favour of the Jews; they would thus be in a position to guaran-
tee to the Americans that hostilities would not be resumed.

Robinson explains a number of legal points:

(1) Stress must be placed on the fact that it is the Bernadotte Report
and not the Palestine issue that was on the U.N. agenda.

(2) Concerning the Negev, in addition to the political arguments, it
must be emphasized that it is part of a sovereign state, not to be detached
from it by force.

(3) The Galilee and the Jerusalem Corridor are a different matter be-
cause Israel's claim to these areas does not impinge on the rights of any
sovereign state. Jordan's right to annex parts of Palestine has no legal
sanction; moreover, the existing boundaries do not encroach on its
sovereignty.

(4) The 29 November resolution no longer applies with regard to Jeru-
salem, as the relevant clause was contingent on the establishment of the
Economic Union by 29 April 1948. In the absence of a development, the
legal validity of the relevant section of the resolution has been nullified.
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Bernadotte acknowledged in his report that there was no prospect of the
Economic Union's materializing.

(5) As for the 'Free Port' in Haifa, this term can be interpreted very
broadly: the world boasts many ports enjoying varying degrees of free-
dom. This concept will have to be clarified in negotiations with the Arabs.

(6) The concept of a 'Free Airport' for Lydda is entirely new, but it
transpires that, according to the Chicago Convention for Civilian Air
Transport, all airports are to enjoy some degree of 'freedom'.

(7) As to the Conciliation Commission, its establishment would merely
mean the transfer of the mediation process from one person to a body
consisting of several members: the essential process would remain un-
changed. In general, a mediating commission is set up as follows: each of
the two parties assigns its representatives and these in turn appoint a third
member to be the moderator, or else the moderator is appointed by the
international body. Underlying such a commission is recognition of the
existence of both parties and reciprocal recognition by the parties them-
selves. The Bernadotte Report, however, proposes something entirely
different. There are three focal points: (a) the composition of the commis-
sion, (b) its positive, and particularly its negative, powers, (c) the advance
setting of a termination date for its mandate. All in all, there are over-
many authorities functioning in Palestine: the State of Israel, the Palestine
Truce Commission, the Mediator and the U.N. Authori ty; the abolish-
ment of the external authorities should be laid down as a condition,

Summing up by Sharett: Israel's position is grounded not on the Berna-
dotte Report but on the 29 November resolution, which however should
be modified in the light of the past year's experiences. Israel is retaining
hold of the areas it has occupied because others attempted to undermine
the 29 November resolution. Israel will be prepared to discuss this matter
when the stage of peace talks is reached.

13. J. Herzog [Rome] to M. Sharett (Paris). 7 October 1948

Ileraog reports on his parting talk with Sigismondi of the Vatican
Secretariat of State. (For previous conversations see Vol. 1, Nos. 512,
554.) Sigismondi had given an account of the earlier talks to the Pope,
who remains neutral on the Palestine issue and who recognizes the rights
of the Jews, as he in fact declared to the Arab delegation two years ago.

According to Sigismondi, the Arabs are disillusioned with the Vatican
and consider themselves betrayed. However, the Vatican's attitude has
really not changed and the Arabs are wrong to equate diplomatic rela-
tions with friendship. Israel should understand the special position of the
Church, which is conducting talks with Israel as a mark of good will.

As for the future, contacts with Testa (the Apostolic Delegate to Pales-
tine) and with Vergani (Vicar-General of the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalerr
for Galilee) should continue, but dealings with Rome itself should be ' ep
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secret. The Vatican is studying Israel's attitude to the values upheld by the
Church. It appreciates Sharett's views on the internationalization of Jeru-
salem and is of the opinion that the plan to hand it over to Abdallah was
ill-conceived.

Herzog concludes that the Vatican has a positive attitude to Israel.

21. Meeting of the Israeli Delegation to the
United Nations General Assembly

(Paris, 11 October 1948)

Sharett reports on his talk with Secretary of State Marshall. He began
by reminding Marshall of their last meeting on 8 May 1948, on the eve of
the declaration of statehood (see Documents, December 1947-May 1948,
No. 483), when the latter warned Sharett to beware of relying on ephem-
eral successes. Marshall now admitted the success was quite solid. When
Sharett, with the aid of a map, explained to him Israel's stand on the
Negev, he studied the map with interest, but then asked about the Galilee.
Sharett explained that Israel had always claimed the Galilee; the lesson of
the past year was that the 29 November boundaries as drawn up in the
Galilee were untenable and Israel is now in occupation of this region. The
conversation was brief, as Marshall was pressed for time, and they parted
on the understanding that they would meet again.

A further talk, with Eban also present, was held with Dulles. Sharett
had carefully pondered this step before approaching Dulles: having met
the head of the U.S. delegation, it might be unadvisable to create the
impression that Israel was courting the members of the delegation one by
one. He finally decided to proceed, given Dulles' special standing in the
delegation — he had been personally nominated by Truman but his ap-
pointment also had Dewey's endorsement. The talk was businesslike and
exhaustive. (See No. 30.)

Sharett and Liwszyc met Vyshinsky and Malik of the Soviet delegation.
Sharett gave an expose on the background and on the course of events in
Palestine, explaining in detail Israel's position on the Bernadotte Report
and the 29 November boundaries. When he concluded, Vyshinsky turned
to Malik and said: "All this sounds very reasonable". He nevertheless
warned Sharett of the danger inherent in the Israeli arguments, because
any deviation from the 29 November resolution opens the way to extor-
tion. Sharett countered that the resolution had been duly accepted by
Israel, but rejected by the other side — and this resulted in Israel's occu-
pation of the Galilee and the question is whether anybody can now come
and take it away from Israel. Vyshinsky saw no problem there, but did
raise, together with Malik, numerous questions concerning Jerusalem.
Sharett replied that experience has shown that a military force must be
stationed in Jerusalem; the Americans will not despatch such a force and
would moreover object if others did so. Besides, the Jewish population of

Jerusalem would not trust a foreign army, and the Israeli forces there will
not withdraw. The conversation then turned to the American proposal
regarding Jerusalem (see No. 1). Vyshinsky enquired whether the plan
called for supervision over the city, and Sharett replied that it would be
under the supervision of the Trusteeship Council; this satisfied Vyshinsky,
since the U.S.S.R. is a member of the Trusteeship Council. Sharett hinted
that he would be interested to learn the U.S.S.R.'s reaction to this plan,
but received no information on this point. Sharett stressed that Israel
would not agree to Arab trusteeship over the Old City, which should be
internationalized; Israel, however, would assent to Arab trusteeship over
part of the New City.

Vyshinsky asked whether Israel saw any prospect of peace with the
Arabs, and Sharett replied that the Arabs were ready for peace but under
conditions unacceptable to Israel. Both Egypt and Transjordan would be
prepared to make peace if they were given at least a part of the Negev.
Vyshinsky enquired about Abdallah, and Sharett explained that the lat-
ter's desire for peace did not spring from British initiative but from his
own wish to be rid of British domination. Israel would prefer an inde-
pendent Arab state in the Arab part of Palestine, but there was no pro-
spective nucleus of public figures around which this could be established.
Israel can find no common language with the Gaza Government owing to
its political and social character, and thus other possibilities have to be
explored.

Vyshinsky advised Israel to prepare a draft of the resolution it would
wish to see approved at the First Committee, and asked to see a copy of
this draft. He asked whether Israel was growing stronger and whether its
population was increasing; Sharett replied in the affirmative. (This point
could serve in future to initiate a discussion on immigration to Israel.)
Sharett also touched on the subject of the oil concessions and explained
that a young state could not start off by abrogating concessions.

Eban reports on his meetings with Bunche, who had just arrived in
Paris. At the first meeting Bunche dwelt mainly on a report he had re-
ceived from Israel about danger to the lives of U.N. personnel stationed
there, and he barely touched on the political issues. He said he had been
told Israel was making no distinction between the southern and the north-
ern parts of the Negev and was claiming the entire Negev.

Following this meeting the Israeli delegation discovered that Bunche
was giving currency to the notion that the Negev was not of primary
importance to Israel, and that her insistence on it was just a bargaining
ploy. An additional meeting with Bunche was therefore sought, with
Eban and Comay vigorously defending the delegation's stand on the
Negev, and emphasizing Israel's rejection of the Assembly's right to de-
tach the Negev from Israel: should such a resolution be passed, Israel
would react by put t ing up additional settlements in this area. Bunche
replied that the impression he received in Tel Aviv was that Israel did not
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great pressure. The Polish government allows only a small number to
emigrate, as it sees fit. Apparently only those are permitted to leave who
have relatives in Israel, who are over 50 and who are not in an essential
occupation. The report which has recently appeared in an Israeli news-
paper that there would be great concessions in the matter of emigration is
apparently groundless. The Israeli Minister in Warsaw finds it difficult to
reconcile himself to this state of affairs and transmits continuous reports
on "friendly" negotiations, on an unclear situation and on possible devel-
opments in either direction.

There are good prospects of aliya from Czechoslovakia.
There is a complete stalemate in Hungary, and E. Avriel is continuing

his negotiations.
In Bulgaria, on the other hand, emigration is continuing. The Bulgar-

ians have requested to postpone the dispatch of an official representative
from Israel till the end of March, when the emigration of the Jews will
have been completed.

There have been some developments in the diplomatic relations with
Eastern European countries. Poland has appointed a minister to Israel
but has not yet published his identity. A Polish commercial attache has
also arrived recently. The Yugoslavs have also appointed a minister to
Israel. Hungary has sent a commercial attache, without there being any
official body to which he could be considered attached.

399. S. Friedman (Tel Aviv) to E. Avriel (Prague).
23 February 1949

There have been discouraging developments in the Soviet Union. The
Israeli representatives have been forbidden to have any contact with So-
viet citizens, whom they have been accused of encouraging to renounce
their nationality and to emigrate to Israel. The Legation has been forbid-
den to distribute its Bulletin to institutions, to kolkhozes, and to Jewish
communities, and has been ordered to transmit messages to Soviet citi-
zens solely through the intermediacy of the Foreign Ministry, while the
Bulletin may be distributed only to members of the diplomatic corps and
to the Foreign Ministry.

The Legation has moved from its temporary quarters in the hotel to a
permanent residence, which has probably put an end to the visits by local
Jews who used to come to the hotel.

407. R. Rubin (Bucharest) to M. Sharett. 27 February 1949

1. For the last four days the entire local press has been attacking with
growing intensity the Zionist enterprise in Israel and the aliya.

2. No reply has been received from the authorities on the aliya; on the

contrary, pressure has increased on the Jews to take employment and
be absorbed in the Rumanian economy.

3. The pressure to close down the preparatory training farms is continu-
ing and all the children's homes maintained by the Zionist Organiza-
tion have been taken over by the government.

4. There has been no progress on the release of the directors of the Zionist

Funds.
5. There has been no response to Israel's protest over the detention of the

emissaries.
6. The leaders of the regime refuse to meet the Minister and refer him to

second or third grade officials.

In the Minister's estimate the situation has reached a critical stage and
there is a feeling of an impending catastrophe. The impression is that
there is no prospect of a solution locally and it is suggested that the
Russians be energetically approached in this matter. Rubin proposes an
urgent meeting in Israel of all the ministers to the Eastern European

countries.

412. R. Rubin (Bucharest) to M. Sharett. 1 March 1949

Rubin has been received by the Deputy Foreign Minister from whom
he demanded the release of the seven emissaries and requested an answer
on the aliya. The Deputy Minister replied that the emissaries were under
interrogation on the charge of interfering with internal affairs of the
Rumanian state. He also said he had no reply on the aliya. When Rubin
asked whether this should be construed as a reply, he said: "As you wish".
Rubin replied that he would have to go back to Israel to report. The
Deputy Minister responded only by asking when Rubin was planning to
leave. In the course of the conversation Rubin implied that the commer-
cial agreement between Rumania and Israel was tied up with the issue of
the aliya. The Deputy Minister replied that Rumania was interested in
commercial relations but that these had nothing to do with the aliya. In
Rubin's opinion further negotiations on the aliya are of no use as an
unfavourable decision on this matter has apparently already been taken.
The content and the tone of the conversation seem to underline this state
of affairs. Rubin thinks he should be recalled to Israel for consultations.

413. A. Oron (Rome) to G. Hirsch. 2 March 1949

Oron reports on Professor Guido Mendes's audience with Pope Pius
XII. Mendes, who is a specialist for lung diseases and a resident of Israel,
was for many years director of a hospital in Rome and was a childhood

friend of the Pope.
Prior to the audience, it had been agreed between Oron and Mendes
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that the latter should try and direct the conversation mainly to the subject
of Jerusalem and that Israel's position should be presented in accordance
with previous statements by the Foreign Minister. The intention was to
stress the Jews' refusal to renounce the New City, and also Israel's willing-
ness to internationalize the Old City with its Holy Places.

At the audience itself the Pope listened attentively to Mendes's exposi-
tion, nodded several times as if in agreement, but did not say a word for
or against the proposal. When Mendes raised the idea of handing over the
Old City to one mandatory Catholic state (this had not been mentioned in
the preliminary talk with Oron), the Pope responded: "Why should it not
be Italy?" Mendes had the impression that the Pope was not well briefed
on the problem of Jerusalem and the various proposed solutions.

416. M. Sharett (Tel Aviv) to R. Rubin (Bucharest).
3 March 1949

Replying to Rubin's request to be recalled to Israel for consultations. A
protest gesture would be pointless. His coming to Israel would serve a
purpose only if it was followed by a firm and significant move on the part
of the Israeli Government. At the moment there were no plans for such a
move. Israel was working on Moscow directly, and through contacts in
the United States. He asked Rubin to be patient.

417. R. Rubin (Bucharest) to M. Sharett. 3 March 1949

Reporting on a meeting between the Minister of the Interior, the Depu-
ty Minister, and 20 Zionist leaders. According to the Minister: the Zionist
Organization had to be abolished. The State of Israel was a lackey of the
United States. Israeli emissaries in Rumania had engaged in subversive
activity, organized demonstrations, and agitated against the government.
The agricultural training farms had to be shut down, and the youth
movements disbanded. No promise had been given that Zionists would be
permitted to emigrate to Israel — this had simply been the Zionists'
interpretation. To the extent that aliya would be feasible in the fu ture , it
was the government which would determine who would be allowed to
leave. All other Jews would have to take their place in the labour force.
Thus far, the Minister's statement.

418. M. Sharett (Tel Aviv) to Y. Dori. 6 March 1949

Sharett relates to Israel's commitments vis-a-vis the civilian population
in Faluja and Iraq al-Manshiya, in connection with the signing of the
armistice agreement with Egypt (see Vol. 3, Appendix F). These commit-
ments guaranteed to the villagers that "All of those civil ians shall be fully
secured in their persons, abodes, property and personal effects".

It was particularly important to abide strictly by these commitments for

two reasons:
(1) This pledge was part of the first direct agreement between Israel and

a neighbouring Arab state, and at stake here was Israel's credibility as a
party to an international treaty, and her capability as a government to
fulfil the terms of the treaty. Egypt was likely to be especially sensitive in
the matter, since her forces had been responsible for the civilians in
question. Moreover, any injury done to these civilians was liable to be
reflected in the attitude towards the Jews in Egypt. Of specific concern
were the Zionists imprisoned in Egypt, since their release had not been
made a condition of the agreement, but depended on an unofficial

promise.
(2) Israel was embroiled in a serious controversy with the U.N. institu-

tions as to her responsibility for the problem of the Arab refugees. Israel
disclaimed all responsibility, for the problem had been created by the
offensive war the Arabs had waged against her. She denied the accusation
that she had initiated the expulsion of Arabs from their homes, except in
those instances where they had been uprooted as a direct result of battle.
The two villages under consideration fell into Israeli hands without a
battle, and any attempt to dislodge the inhabitants would undermine
Israel's credibility, and cast doubt on her declarations with respect to the

refugees.
For these reasons, he viewed the harm done to the Faluja Arabs as a

most serious matter (see Vol. 3, No. 246). True, the Mediator's informa-
tion had been exaggerated. Nevertheless, the incident should never have
come to pass. Even more serious were the steps now being taken to
encourage the same population to abandon Faluja in the direction of
Hebron, ostensibly of their own free will. This sort of conduct courted
severe repercussions: firstly, internally — it was the unauthorized inter-
vention of a local military command in a matter relating to the policy of
the government of Israel; and secondly, the attempt to stage a "volun-
tary" mass exit , as it were, was apt to fail since theArabs would tell of the
threats which had impelled them to remove.

It was mandatory that the supreme military authorities intervene imme-
diately and firmly, in order to prevent developments which could only
lead to the gravest of consequences.

421. E. Avriel (Prague) to S. Friedman. 7 March 1949

Avriel plans to set out for Hungary later that day in order to expedite
the reply to the proposal that 2000 people emigrate (see No. 395). In
Rumania, defeat was total. He thinks direct negotiations with the Ruman-
ians will prove fruitless, and he suggests that the Minister for Foreign
Affairs travel to Moscow to clarify the problem thoroughly. The journey
would also serve to soften the harsh impression created in Eastern Europe
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402. Pope John XXIII (Rome) to President Ben-Zvi.1

29 October 1958

Official Hebrew translation: 130.23/3102/20

Pope John XXIII announces his accession to the office of Pope. He promises
that, like his predecessor, Pius XII, his attitude toward the president and his
people will be one of good will and loving-kindness. He also expresses his
belief that the Catholic Church will be able to fulfill its task in Israel in such
a manner that would contribute to the success of the people of Israel.2

Notes

This Note was transmitted to the Israel ambassador in Rome by the papal nuncio in
Italy, who requested that the ambassador forward it to the president of Israel. The
Latin original is in File 105/48/1784.
In his reply, dated 20 November, President Ben-Zvi wrote that the situation of the
Catholic Church in Israel was solid and its rights protected. The issue of the
establishment of diplomatic relations was not brought up (ibid.).

403. E. Sasson (Rome) to the West European Division.
5 November 1958

Coded Tel. 934; Inc.: 130.09/2358/4

Sasson reports that the heads of delegation who attended the investiture
ceremony of the Pope had a short audience with him. Sasson was the first
non-Christian head of delegation to approach Pope John XXIII. During the
course of the two-minute conversation, the Pope said that he had read much
about Israel, and he wished Israel success in attaining the peace so badly
needed. In reply to Sasson's comment that Israel would appreciate his
assistance in this matter, he stated that the church would do all within its
power to do so. In reply to a further comment by Sasson that recognition by
the Vatican and the establishment of diplomatic relations with Israel could
constitute a contribution of the utmost importance to the creation of
stability and peace in the area, the Pope stated that he would willingly
examine this possibility. The Pope also recalled his action in saving Jews
during the Holocaust and expressed the hope that the Jewish people would
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not suffer further catastrophes and would be enabled to live a free and
peaceful life.1

Note

1. Eytan replied that Sasson had done well to raise the topic of the establishment of
diplomatic relations between Israel and the Vatican at the meeting and that Fischer
would write him as to Israel's thoughts and intentions on this matter. (See Eytan to
Sasson, 7 November 1958, 130.23/3102/19.) Fischer wrote to Sasson that "in light of
the new Pope's favourable attitude in principle toward us, the fact remains that he
has aged greatly. . . . This fact greatly reduces the value of any conversation between
the Pope . . . and any other layman. . . . Only what he says to a cardinal of the Curia
has real value, because the cardinals of the Curia have the right to rely on what the
Pope says. . . . This situation of course greatly increases the potential value of
mediation by Cardinal Tisserant." (See Fischer to Sasson, 16 November 1958,
130.23/3102/20.) Fischer attached to his letter a note to Cardinal Tisserant requesting
an audience. In practice he was hoping that Tisserant could get him an audience with
the Pope, as indeed occurred; see No. 405.

404. E. Sasson (Rome) to M. Fischer (Jerusalem).
21 November 1958

Coded Tel. 997; Inc.: 130.09/2358/4

Sasson has visited Cardinal Tisserant.' The Cardinal read Fischer's letter2 in
his presence and stated that he would do his utmost to be of assistance to
Israel, bul the appointment of Tardini as secretary of state at the Vatican
would make this difficult for in the past he had led the opposition to the
recognition of Israel and succeeded in preventing it. He is certain that
Tardini will continue his efforts in this direction. However, the new Pope is
more open to the problem of establishing relations with Israel. In his first
meeting with the new Pope, Tisserant raised the subject on his own initiative
and not only did he receive a positive reaction, but he also heard
encouraging statements. He will raise the matter once again at his next
audience with the Pope. He considers his attempts to establish relations with
Israel as a divine mission. At the end of the meeting, the situation of progeny
of mixed marriages in Israel was raised. Reports of the situation of these
children reaching Rome have caused concern at the Vatican and negative
reactions especially in Latin American countries. As for the idea of a
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meeting between Fischer and the Pope, he proposed that the matter be left in
abeyance for the time being to enable him to prepare the ground.

Notes

1. Eugene Cardinal Tisserant, the dean of the College of Cardinals. Until November
1959 he was the secretary of the Congregation of the Eastern Churches; from that
date he served as the Vatican archivist and librarian.

2. See No. 403 and n. 1 there.

405. M. Fischer (Jerusalem) to the Israel Missions Abroad.
25 February 1959

Stenciled circular: 130.23/3102/20

Fischer reviews the developments concerning relations between Israel and
the Vatican that led to his audience with the Pope. The accession to the
papacy of John XXIII led to an exchange of correspondence between Israel
and the Vatican' and the participation of an official delegation at the
investiture ceremony of the new pontiff. These events constituted de facto
recognition of the State of Israel by the Vatican and have encouraged Israel
to renew its attempts to put an end to the situation of complete absence of
relations that has existed up to now.

John XXIII received Fischer in audience on 9 February.3 The meeting
strengthened Fischer's feeling from the time of their acquaintance in Paris
that the Pope has a sincerely friendly attitude toward the Jewish people and
tends towards establishing normal relations with Israel. Based on the
suggestion of some friends prior to the meeting, Fischer requested that the
Pope create an apostolic vicariate in Israel and put an end to the situation
that has existed since 1948, whereby the church has avoided recognition of
the state, and conducted its affairs through persons accredited to Palestine,
Transjordan and Cyprus. The Pope explained that he cannot take a decision
on his own in this matter, but that he will examine the proposal positively.

Following the audience wi th the Pope, Fischer met with Tardini,
secretary of state at the Vatican. Tardini listed a number of complaints
against Israel, among which was the situation of children of Jews married to
Catholics. He claimed that pressure was brought to bear on these children to
convert. He also reiterated the Vatican's stand regarding the internationa-
li/.ation of Jerusalem. However, after tha t , to Fischer's surprise he

< 1 •'

announced that his proposal to establish an apostolic vicariate in Israel has
been accepted. He stressed that the establishment of the vicariate should not
be interpreted as the creation of diplomatic relations, for in his opinion the
time is not ripe nor is the need felt for such relations. In any event, Fischer
will always be welcome at the secretary of state's office at the Vatican. He
stressed that since the accession of the new Pope there has been a radical
change in attitude toward Israel, as the invitation to the investiture and
exchange of correspondence have proved.

Fischer concludes that the change in attitude of the Vatican could be
explained by the personality of the new Pope, and by disappointment at the
failure of the past fifteen years of attempts by the Church to penetrate the
Muslim world, as well as the attitude to the Church's institutions in Muslim
countries. The news of this change was received with satisfaction by the
ministries of foreign affairs of France and Italy, and this will assist in Israel's
relations with Catholic countries such as Ireland and the Latin American
states.

1. See No. 402.
2. On this affair, see the report of the mission to the Vatican, 15 January-9 February

1957, in File 130.23/3102/18.
3. A full report on the meeting, dated 10 February 1959, is in File 130.23/3102/20.
4. This committee was established in December 1958 in Jerusalem. Its a full name was

the Israeli Committee for the Promotion of Understanding between the Religions of
the World.

406. M. Fischer [Jerusalem] to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and
J. Tsur. 5 November 1959

Copy: 130.23/3102/20

Fischer reports on meetings he has held in I t a l y concerning Israel-Vatican
relations. He held these i i i r c l i n i " , i n t h e k i i u w l a h v t h a t t c l a l i o n s I K - U U V I I
these two e n t i t i e s requires cons lanl l o s t e i i n g . l i e also wished to counter the
negat ive a t t i t u d e s he cnr .mnlcred in A p r i l - M a y 19V), when he was not even
received by a senior o f f i c i a l and was t reated impo l i t e ly . ' ( )n th i s occasion, he
was Kxvived by Monsignor Samore and the conversations were relaxed.
A m o u r o the r n ia i te rs , they discussed the appointment of an apostolic vicar
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in Israel and the Israeli presence at the Pope's investiture. Samore did not
deny Fischer's claim that these events constituted de facto recognition by the
Vatican, but pointed out that the presence of an Israeli representative at the
ceremony was the result of a request by Israel. Fischer pointed out that the
apostolic delegate has not visited a representative of the Government of
Israel but has only met with the governor of West lerusalem. Samore replied
that a meeting with a civilian official of the Israel government was not
essential and cited as an example, the custom in South Africa where the
apostolic delegate only visits the church authorities. The meeting ended with
Samore requesting that Fischer reduce the frequency of his visits to Rome
because the Arabs are following these visits with alarm. Fischer also held
meetings with church dignitaries and friends.

Notes

1. Father Alfredo Polidori, head of the Custodia de Terra Sancta, a body established in
1217 as an extension of the Franciscan Order. Its mission was to protect the
Christian holy places that had fallen under Muslim control after the defeat of the
Crusaders and end of the Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem in 1291.

2. Joseph Harfouche, the Lebanese ambassador at the Vatican.
3. Paul Pierre Meouchi, the Maronite patriarch of Lebanon.
4. Silvio Oddi, the apostolic delegate in the United Arab Republic.
5. No report on the visit, described later in this document as "unfortunate", has been

found. From a later document (Fischer to Sasson, telegram 367, 30 March 1960, in
File 130.09/2359/1), it seems that Fischer was not able to meet with Samore,
Tardini's deputy. He was received instead by Felice, who read to him a memorandum
that castigated Israel in connection with the problem of Jerusalem and its att i tude
toward mixed families. Fischer refused to accept the memorandum.

6. See No. 405.
7. See ibid.
8. These memoranda, dated 19 and 20 April 1959, are in File 130.23/3102/27.
9. Alberto Gori, the Latin patriarch of Jerusalem. On the structure of the Catholic

hierarchy in Israel at that period, see a memorandum by the Political Research
Division of the M.F.A., dated 1 November 1959, in File 130.23/3102/27.
The Vatican office that dealt with Churches in the Middle East.
Antonio Vergani, patriarchal vicar (until 1956, the representative of the Latin
patriarch of Jerusalem in northern Israel).

12. On the storm over Chiappero's remarks to journalists when he arrived in Israel, see
No. 407.

13. In fact it was Israel that had asked to be invited; see No. 401, n. 3.
14. This document has not been found.
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407. E. Sasson (Rome) to M. Fischer (Jerusalem).
22 December 1959

Coded Tel. 36; Inc.: 130.09/2358/6

Sasson expresses his annoyance at Fischer's reaction to the statement of
Vicar Chiappero that his arrival in Israel heralded the establishment of
relations with the Vatican.1 Fischer, who feared a negative reaction from
Rome, immediately published a rebuttal in the newspapers. Sasson pointed
out that the reaction of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs constituted
unwarranted alarm. This presented Chiappero soon after his arrival in Israel
as lacking credibility and has thus prevented him from acting in the manner
he has chosen. In his opinion a mistake was made in that no one received
him when he arrived in Haifa and persuaded him then not to make any
statement. In this manner tension and alarm would have been avoided and
Chiappero would have been saved from aggravation.2

Notes

In these telegrams, dated 15 and 16 December (all of them in File 130.09/2358/5),
Fischer reported on Chiappero's statement upon his arrival in Israel that his
appointment was a harbinger of the establishment of diplomatic relations between
the Vatican and Israel and the response published in the name of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in the Israeli press, according to which there was no connection
between Chiappero's appointment and diplomatic relations between Israel and the
Vatican.
In the wake of this telegram, Fischer and Sasson exchanged letters. Fischer wrote
that he had published his clarification pursuant to the recommendation of "loyal
friends among the Catholic clergy in Israel". Sasson replied that the clarification
published in the Israeli press reflected fear and panic that would not reinforce Israel's
standing in the Vatican. In his opinion the Church would recognize Israel only when
its own interests required it to do so. Hence it was necessary to learn what these
interests might be and exploit them in an "orderly and planned" fashion. (The letters,
dated 25 and 28 December, are in File 130.23/3102/20.)
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